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Abstract/Executive Summary

Our country has been challenged with an ongoing and escalating issue of mass shootings

in schools across the United States. According to the Center for Homeland Defense and Security,

there have been 2069 school shootings in our country between 1970 and June 2022 with 684

killed. The list of schools is long: Virginia Tech, Sandy Hook Elementary, Robb Elementary,

University of Texas-Austin, Parkland High, Columbine High, Texas Santa Fe High, Umpqua

Community College, Red Lake Senior High, and hundreds of other schools. The deadliest year

was in 2018, where 51 people were killed. In response to this critical need our team has been

developing a robotic gunshot detection system, called SCOOBY, that can recognize the sound of

a gunshot, precisely locate a shooter on the first shot, and set off appropriate alarms and

distractions.

The project first started off with an Arduino Nano, but over time, the team learned that

the Nano just did not have enough memory to complete the calculations needed for precise

timing and location. The project was moved onto a Raspberry Pi microcontroller, which

contained more memory and much higher processing speed. The peripherals connected to the

microcontroller are: 4 directional microphones, 1 waveform microphone, an LCD display, SD

drive, real time clock, mic amplifiers, comparators and a printed circuit board. Scooby’s software

was written using C++ and Python and has been expanded to test new ideas for the system. After

the project was built and programmed, it was tested in various scenarios/experiments, and the

data was collected and analyzed. As a safer and more reasonable way of testing the project, the

team decided to use popped balloons at higher pressure thresholds than normal, as their sound

waves are very similar to a gunshot.

After testing SCOOBY, it was able to correctly point towards the balloon as well as

discern the difference between a balloon and an everyday sound. The key features

(characteristics of the waveform) identified during data exploration and analysis include: leading

edge time, peak, peak duration, and the zero crossing time. By installing a system of SCOOBY

units across a school, and having them communicate to a main hub via wires, schools can

determine if a loud sound was a gunshot and where it was located. This will prevent the future

deaths of students and staff.
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Research and Background

School shootings in our country have become an everyday occurrence. In 2022, there

were 240 non-active and active shooter events. This was the deadliest year here according to the

Center of Homeland Defense and Security School Safety Compendium. Here in New Mexico,

there have been 13 school shootings which led to 6 deaths and 6 injuries. Some of the deadliest

school shooting events in the US include Virginia Tech (33 killed in 2007), Sandy Hook

Elementary (28 killed in 2012), Robb Elementary (21 killed in 2022), University of Texas-Austin

(18 killed in 1966), Parkland High (17 killed in 2018), Columbine High (15 killed in 1999),

Texas Santa Fe High (10 killed in 2018), Umpqua Community College (10 killed in 2015), Red

Lake Senior High (10 killed in 2005). The statistics of the number of students and staff killed

during these events are grim. It's important that schools have security systems that can save

people's lives in such events.

The inspiration for this project came from a gunshot detection system which was

implemented in Chicago in August 2018 by a company called Shotspotter. This system was

implemented over 117 square miles with 15-20 sensors placed per square mile. When their

sensors detected a loud sound, it determined whether the sound was a gunshot. After it verified

the sound as a gunshot, the system alerted local authorities and informed where the gunshot was

located. This system contained many flaws which led other cities to drop contracts with

Shotspotter. Safety officials questioned the efficacy of the system, since only 1 out 9 alerts

included a gun. This system was costly, the city of Chicago signed a 3 year, $33 million contract

for Shotspotter to implement this system. Also, a judge in Manchester, New York dismissed

evidence provided by the Shotspotter system in weapon conviction since it “was not reliable

scientific proof”. Shotspotter is also selling its system to school districts and individual schools,

but there are many privacy concerns. People are afraid it could pick up people's conversations,

leading it to become a spying device. SCOOBY takes all these factors into consideration. For

example, it cannot record a human voice, it is bandwidth (1kHz) and time limited (2msec).

The Acoustical Society of America used the Friedlander Model to study gunshot

characteristics in their paper “Variations in recorded acoustic gunshot waveforms generated by

small firearms”. This model produces the ideal gunshot pressure waveform. The Friedlander

model is given by this equation for the pressure wave after ‘tstart’:
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Where:

● p(t) is the pressure at time t,

● P0 is atmospheric pressure, set to zero here to reflect gauge pressure (re

atmosphere),

● Ps is the peak pressure, set to 200 Pa (pascals) to reflect a sound level peak

of 140dB (decibels) SPL (sound pressure level)*,

● T0 is the positive duration of the pulse, set to 500 μsec,

● e is Euler’s number ≅ 2.718281828459045,

● b is the exponential decay constant, set to 1 (typical),

● tstart is the time that positive pressure (time effectively zero) starts.

The waveform of a gunshot is characterized by the sudden rise of pressure at start then

followed by a peak and exponential decay. Major features are the length in time of the gunshot

(~2msec), and the frequency content of the waveform (substantially below 1000Hz). The
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Friedlander model was coded into Mathcad so that the limitations of SCOOBY’s microphone

and signal processing can be included. The blue curve shows the waveform that arrives at

SCOOBY’s ADC (Analog to Digital Converter). Although the absolute peak is lost in this

implementation, its nature is still reflected in the duration of the peak which is a key feature used

in SCOOBY’s code.

However, due to safety protocol, gunshots have been substituted for the balloon pops

(since their acoustic properties are so similar). Both sounds have a SPL (sound pressure level)

peak of about 140dB (decibel) and a peak duration of about 500 µsec.

Balloon Pop Waveforms and Spectrum

Balloon pops (balloon inflated consistently to bursting pressure using an automated

inflator fixture) are used as surrogates for gunshots because they have similar characteristics. A

balloon pop has a rapid leading edge waveform, followed by a peak and a zero crossing with

timing similar to a gunshot. Studies show that a balloon inflated until it bursts has the same

acoustic energy as a gunshot.

The figure below demonstrates the details of the relevant part of the waveform (less than

2 msec). In this region only, the direct sound from the source reaches the microphone. There are

no reflections to distort the waveform. In this plot the important amplitudes of SCOOBY’s

discriminator are shown.
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Main Goal

The main goal of this project is to develop a robotic gunshot detection system called

SCOOBY that can recognize the sound of a gunshot, precisely locate a shooter on its first shot,

set off appropriate alarms and distractions. The plan is to make multiple units of SCOOBY and

make it as cheap and accessible as possible, so schools can easily implement it into their

respective security systems.

Selected Approach

Angle Calculation

SCOOBY calculates the angle of a gunshot relative to its microphones using geometry

and trigonometric functions. All of the precise timing to accomplish this is included in the

SCOOBY unit. It does this with the use of the first two microphones on the unit being triggered.

In the diagram (below) lengths are labeled as times by applying the speed of sound. So dT

(difference time), while it is a time, is proportional to the extra distance a sound has to travel

between microphones (in this case Mic3 to Mic0). The distance between mics at Td (timed

distance) is calibrated as a distance which again is a time proportional to distance. C is simply
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the distance between microphones calibrated in delay time between them. This defines a triangle

[Td, dT, C] and an angle Φ. Given these assumptions, the sin of Φ is simply dT/Td, and Φ is

computed as the inverse sin of dT/Td, shown in the diagram below. This method has the

advantage of keeping all critical dimensions and timing inside a single SCOOBY. SCOOBY

reports events and angles, therefore multiple SCOOBIES can triangulate without requiring

critical synchronization.

Triangulation

SCOOBY would be connected into a main hub for multiple units to send data at once.

This data will then be used to triangulate a gunshot within a room or other space. For basic

triangulation two units are needed. Each unit reports the angle to the detected sound. These

angles (along with the position and separation of the units) will then be used to calculate the

coordinates of the detected sound.
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Two lines are drawn from each unit to the location of the detected sound: C for the first

unit and E for the second. They intersect at the location of the detected sound. The center of the

first unit defines the origin of the coordinate plane, (0,0). The second unit is at a known distance

of F, with its center at (F,0). The angle of the first unit to the detected sound is phi and the angle

from the second unit is theta. The equation of each line is y = mx + b, which can be rewritten as

y = m (X-X0), where X0 is the X intercept of the line. The slope of line C is m = tan(Φ) and for

line E is m = tan(Θ). The equation for line C is, y = tan(Φ) * X, while for line E it is, y = tan(Θ)

* (X - F). These two equations are then used to calculate the X coordinate.

The formula to calculate the X coordinate will always be x = tan(Θ) * F / (tan (Θ) -

tan(Φ). There are some instances when triangulation could fail. If tan(Φ) = tan(Θ) then the angles

to the detected sound are equal and the sound is too far away for a meaningful result. By the time

the wave hits the microphones, the curvature of the wavefront is gone and the sound hits both

microphones at the same time. This is a parallel error: the sound is so distant that C and E are

effectively parallel. It also fails anywhere along the X axis where both tan(Φ) = 0 and tan (Θ) =

0.The equation for X results in a 0/0 indeterminate form..
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In the remaining cases there are two places where the calculation becomes less reliable.

Small errors in angle can make huge differences. To avoid these cases there are two ways to

calculate Y from the X solution. The first one is when |tan(Θ)| < |tan(Φ)| or when the detected

sound is closer to the first unit. In this case it is advantageous to calculate the Y coordinate using:

Y = tan(Θ) * (X - F). While for the second case, when |tan(Θ)| > |tan(Φ)| or when the detected

sound is closer to the second unit it is better to use Y = tan(Φ) * X. If, for example, the wrong

solution is used, say, Y = tan(Φ) * X when X is very small, tan(Φ) will be very large and small

variations in X will make a huge difference in the result. The alternative is Y = tan(Θ) * (X - F),

where tan(Θ) will be F times smaller than tan(Φ) and (X - F) = ~F. This results in a much more

stable solution.

Microphones

SCOOBY contains two types of microphones, four microphones for direction (0-3 on the

top of the unit) and one microphone for waveform capture (in the center of the circle, detail

below). The four directional microphones are used to determine the direction of a gunshot

relative to Mic0, as demonstrated in the diagram above. The fifth microphone in the center

collects samples of the waveform in a smoothly changing analog signal which is then converted

to digital. This arrangement guarantees that a trigger mic will be triggered before the pressure

wave reaches the center mic. That way the entire waveform is captured. Conversion factors

(Pascals to digital code) are shown below.
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Main Code

SCOOBY’s Code is written in C++ language. There are two main parts of SCOOBY’s

code: the first part being the Main Code where all the Setup functions and Loop functions are

contained. The second part of the code being the library, SCOOBY’s library is where all the

necessary functions and variables are defined. The Setup function in the code is where serial

communication is set up and assigns the pins that are being used. It also creates a file for

SCOOBY to record its data in.

While the Loop function activates after the setup is complete, the loop runs till it detects a

loud sound/trigger. When SCOOBY hears a trigger, it will immediately record that data and

calculate the angle of the sound. Then proceed to run the loop function all over again, looking for

another loud sound to detect.
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Waveform Matching Code

SCOOBY has code that discriminates between everyday sounds and balloon pops. The

code looks at key features of the soundwave and does some calculations to determine if a sound

is a balloon pop. The code was first developed in Python to test and develop a working algorithm

for analyzing key points in a soundwave. Later it was translated into C++ and further optimized

to run faster.

Waveform Matching Python Model Code
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Waveform Matching: Scooby C++ Code

Triangulation Code

SCOOBY’s triangulation code is written in Python, the code will be in the main hub. The

code reads the serial ports from each unit to get phi and theta. The code code first looks for

errors. If there are no errors with the angles, it determines which case is true to calculate the

location of the detected sound. Next the calculation of the location of the detected sound is done.
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After the code calculates the location of the detected sound. It is then plotted in a graph.

The graph represents a room where two units would be placed. There are two red stars on the

graph, these are the two units in the room. The two lines intersect at the location of the detected

sound. In this case the angle of Phi is 45 and Theta is 145. The graph is produced below.

Machine Learning Algorithm and Data Collection

The system will also have a Machine Learning Algorithm in the future, which will allow

predictions to be made with incredible accuracy. To achieve this and triangulation, parsing the

data using a main hub is necessary. The hub has its own data collection code, in which it collects,

parses and sanitizes data collected from SCOOBY’s COM port, it can also plot data using

PyPlot, which can generate graphs of the waveform.
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Collection Code

Below is a graph of a waveform that the code generated.
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Machine Learning Algorithm
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Prototypes

The project has gone through four different prototypes:

1. SCOOBY originally was on a Arduino Nano board, but it did not have enough memory

or speed to complete calculations needed.

2. The second prototype was based on an ESP32. This processor was much faster and had

enough memory, but the footprint was too big to fit on the Scooby board.

3. The first full SCOOBY’s structure was built with directional microphones out on ‘wings’

that gave the purest waveform data (as tested against a laboratory grade microphone).

This prototype worked, but after many modifications to add features (LCD, Ring Led

display, Com port) the unit became unreliable due to constant rework.

4. The fourth prototype was a cleaned up version with minor modifications to the circuit

board, a new one piece baffle for the microphones, a box to contain the PCB and wires,

and windscreen added over microphones. The new version of the circuit board

accommodates the LCD screen (added for more information) and the LED ring (added

for easy directional display of the results).
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Cost

Electronics Number Used Cost each Total Cost

Mic 15 $1.30 $19.50

SD Drive 3 $6.50 $19.50

Power Input 3 $1.10 $3.30

Regulators 6 $0.65 $3.90

Misc Resistors &

Caps

12 $1.24 $14.94

Amplifiers 6 $0.70 $4.20

Comparators 3 $0.50 $1.50

Ring LEDs 3 $12.99 $38.97

LCD Display 3 $9.99 $29.97

Chassis 3 $2.25 $6.75

Real Time Clock 3 $2.38 $7.14

RPi Controller 3 $6.66 $19.98

Printed Circuit Board 3 $35.00 $105

Batteries 3 $1.85 $11.10

Battery Holder 3 $2.25 $6.75

Total Cost: $495.00
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The purpose of this project is to build units as cheaply as possible to keep the cost down

for schools so they could implement a system of multiple units of SCOOBY. For this reason, the

following inexpensive components were obtained from low cost distributors such as Adafruit,

PCBWay, Elegoo, and others.

Circuitry

Inside of SCOOBY is a circuit board that the team designed during the summer of 2023.

There are three main parts: the input circuitry, the comparator interface, and the microcontroller.

The schematic was used as an input to the circuit board layout tool.
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Test Model and Evaluation

Safety and Protocol

The testing process included popping large balloons that produced a loud sound that

could potentially damage hearing with repeated exposure. To prevent hearing loss the team used

ear plugs and stood 20 feet away as an automated system inflated and burst the balloon (BBB

and CHAMP). Separate team members were responsible for setting up the layout, managing the

automated balloon system and recording data. After each test the SD drive was checked for data

integrity.

Testing

The system was tested by popping many balloons in a school’s courtyard, hallways and

classrooms. At first, the balloons were pumped up manually and then popped with a sharp object

such as a screw. Afterwards, the team invested in an automated system which filled the balloons

up with air until they blew up. Balloons were used as a substitute for the sounds produced by an

actual gun. This is not only for safety reasons, but also because balloons produce a similar
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decibel range. There was a study done on this subject by University of Alberta Researchers.

Heuser Hearing Institute wrote the article “Hearing Loss from Balloons?” using the data from

gunshots and balloons inflated until they burst (as done in our tests). The sounds are within 1dB

(~10%) of each other.

SCOOBY was placed in the middle of the courtyard. Two team members were

responsible for popping the balloons. The tests were conducted at various distances (0-120ft). All

the outcomes of each experiment displayed by SCOOBY were read and recorded, and the

records of data on the SD card were verified.

While SCOOBY was being tested, a hypothesis about the balloons was formed. As

observed, the balloons dyed in darker colors, such as green and red, took longer to expand. When

they finally filled up, they produced a louder sound. Throughout the experiments one thing was

mostly consistent. After they “popped”, the way the balloons tore remained relatively similar. It

mostly produced two main pieces. One of these pieces consisted of strands of rubber similar to

strings. The other was the neck with strands of rubber (the same as in the other piece).

Data Collection

Data collected by SCOOBY was stored into an SD in a TXT file. The file contained three

columns of data: Time (µsec), Mic Flags, and Amplitude. The raw data was then imported into a

Google Sheet for the purpose of data cleaning and their graphical representation.

Test Results

There are 4 points along the waveform that best characterize the waveform. The points

are identified by their amplitude and the time at which that amplitude occurred. For example,

point 1 is the first time that the waveform exceeds 150, and point 2 is the first time it exceeds

1800. These limits were tested against the collected data so that actual balloon bursts passed the

test, but other sounds like door slams, chair falling, book falling, etc did not.
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SCOOBY determines four key characteristics of the waveform: leading edge time, peak,

peak duration, and the zero crossing time. Between points 1 and 2 is the leading edge of the

soundwave, this is calculated with the average times for point 1 and point 2. It must be between

300 µsecs and 375 µsecs. The peak is located at points 2 and 3, the peak must last between 100

µsecs and 600 µsecs. The zero crossing is when the sound has first negative pressure and is at

point 4.

After analyzing the data, the conclusion is that as the distance increases the waveform

spreads out and gets wider but at extreme distances, the amplitude starts to fall and makes the

pulse appear shorter. Down below are examples of data collected:
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Triangulation Testing

Some functional testing was done on triangulation. The goal of these tests was to see if

triangulation is possible with two SCOOBY units connected to a computer running Linux.

There was three tests cases were done for the functional testing:

● Case 1: Balloon was popped near between both units, SCOOBY 1’s angle was

about 45 degrees and SCOOBY 2’s angle was about 135 degrees

● Case 2: Balloon was popped near SCOOBY 2, SCOOBY 1’s angle was about 45

degrees and SCOOBY 2’s angle was about 90

● Case 3: Balloon was popped near SCOOBY 1, SCOOBY 1’s angle was about 90

degrees and SCOOBY 2’s angle was about 135.

The screenshots produced below are the results of each test case:
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Triangulation with two units is in its preliminary stages, it is important to further test its

limit to identify possible errors in calculations.

Strengths

Some strengths that SCOOBY has is that it does accurate calculation of the originating

point of a loud sound relative to its microphones. With the use of two units, it will be able to

triangulate a loud sound within a room. Also it accurately recognizes a balloon pop, implicating

recognition of gunshots in a real event simulation. Each unit of SCOOBY is cost effective and is

simple to assemble. Finally it completes all of its completion of all calculations in microseconds

(runs 127 thousand times per second). Meaning that in the future it will be able to detect

consecutive gunshots.

Weaknesses

Some weaknesses identified while testing is that with the current configuration visually

impaired or hearing impaired might not notice device triggering as there is no loud alarm or

bright light. There is also a possible vulnerability of false positive detection. More data must be

collected to minimize false positives. Also many guns in the market have sound proofing

modifications, this may lead to them not being detected by SCOOBY. Only one unit can tell the

direction , not the exact location. For triangulation to work there must be at least two units. At

this time SCOOBY can’t tell the difference between balloon pops and gunshots (due to safety

reasons, SCOOBY has not been tested with actual gunshots). Also SCOOBY currently depends

on electricity, meaning if its batteries die the unit is not functional.

Future plans

The future plan with SCOOBY is to test it in its intended configuration. Which is

attached to a ceiling panel. Also to help hearing impaired people to know that SCOOBY was

triggered, a bright display will be added to inform them. While for the visually impaired a

distinct sound will be used to inform them of a trigger. Currently SCOOBY can have a filter so it

can only trigger when a balloon is being popped but sometimes it gets triggered with a loud

sound similar to a gunshot. To help SCOOBY different balloon pops, gunshots or loud sounds
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(such as balloon pops, door slams, students dropping items, etc.), it is planned to use a Machine

Learning algorithm to differentiate this, preferably using low-cost hardware such as a Raspberry

Pi. To be able to save the data that the system collects, a unit will be connected to a central hub

via Bluetooth or wired connection. In addition, the hub would have multiple units connected to

be able to triangulate sounds to get much more accurate results on where gunshots came from.

Collaboration

The team met regularly on Tuesdays and Fridays to progress on the project. On Tuesdays

the team worked on reports/presentations for the competitions. On Fridays the team worked on

the project by: collecting and analyzing data, brainstorming new ideas, and gaining experience

with the system. During the meetings, the team met with the engineering mentor who guided the

development of the project.
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